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You will need:

• 4 thermometers
• 4 shoe boxes (or boxes of similar size)
• White, yellow, green, and black construction paper

This activity must be done on a sunny day. 

Different surfaces on Earth reflect and absorb different amounts of the 
Sun’s radiation. Some surfaces, like thick clouds and ice, reflect a lot of 
radiation. Other surfaces, such as asphalt and soil, absorb a lot of radiation. 
The color of a surface plays a big role in determining how much radiation 
the surface will absorb. 

Cover four different shoe boxes with different color paper: white, yellow, 
green, and black. Place a thermometer inside each shoe box. Record 
the temperature reading on each of the thermometers. Then place all 
of the shoe boxes in a sunny location for a few hours. While the sun is 
still on the boxes, take each thermometer out and immediately record 
the temperature reading in the chart below. Which box had the highest 
temperature? Which box had the lowest temperature? Based on your 
data, draw conclusions about how color affects the amount of radiation 
that an object absorbs. 

1

How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how How does an objectÕ s color affect how 
much radiation the object absorbs?

Box Color Temperature
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3. Answer each question with a complete sentence.

a)  Describe how changes in global climate affected how early humans migrated 

around the world.

  

  

  

b)  Describe how the shorelines of North America would have looked different 650,000 
years ago.

  

  

  

Research

4.  Learn more about the lives of early humans, and how they would have been 
affected by climate. Use the library or internet resources to learn about how 
human societies evolved from hunting and gathering, to agriculture and 
building, to the formation of cities and modern technology.

  Choose a period in early human history and create a diorama showing a 
typical setting for your period. Use clay or other materials to model humans 
doing everyday activities that they would need to do for survival. Include 
the type of shelter humans would have used to protect themselves from bad 
weather in your time period. Share your model with the class, and explain how 
the humans in your time period would have been affected by global changes 
in climate.
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• White, yellow, green, and black construction paper

Different surfaces on Earth reflect and absorb different amounts of the 
Sun’s radiation. Some surfaces, like thick clouds and ice, reflect a lot of 
radiation. Other surfaces, such as asphalt and soil, absorb a lot of radiation. 
The color of a surface plays a big role in determining how much radiation 

Cover four different shoe boxes with different color paper: white, yellow, 
green, and black. Place a thermometer inside each shoe box. Record 
the temperature reading on each of the thermometers. Then place all 
of the shoe boxes in a sunny location for a few hours. While the sun is 
still on the boxes, take each thermometer out and immediately record 
the temperature reading in the chart below. Which box had the highest 
temperature? Which box had the lowest temperature? Based on your 
data, draw conclusions about how color affects the amount of radiation 

How does an objectÕ s color affect how 
much radiation the object absorbs?

Temperature

©
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1.  Think about how early humans lived before they developed agriculture and the 

technology to build houses. On the lines below, describe how you think early humans 

would have been affected by changes in Earth’s climate.

2.  Match the term on the left to its defi nition on the right. You may use a dictionary to

help you.

1

2

3

4

5

6

evolve to change from a liquid to a solid

society became smaller

habitable a group of people living and working together

freeze to search in nature for plants to use as food or
medicine

forage to change characteristics over many generations

shrunk a place that is able to be lived in

Climate and Human Civilization

...................After You Read

Climate and Human Civilization
Answer each question with a complete sentence.

  Describe how changes in global climate affected how early humans migrated 

around the world.

Across

1.   the average weather conditions over time
4.    a common ecosystem in North America

fi lled with trees
7.    when people move from one area to

another
   the frozen ground in the tundra
    the rising average temperature of Earth’s

Down

2.   the permanent parts of cities

3.   the use of money by a goverment

5.   where the ocean meets land

6.   a hot, dry ecosystem

10.   remains of once-living things preserved in rock

WORD LIST

1 2 3

4

5 6

7

8

10

11

13

12

14

climate
desert
economy
forest
fossils

glacier
global warming
infrastructure
migrate
ozone

permafrost
satellitessatellites
sea levelsea level
tundratundra

  Describe how the shorelines of North America would have looked different 650,000 

a group of people living and working together

to search in nature for plants to use as food or

NAME: 
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  On the lines below, list fi ve transportation choices that result in less greenhouse 
gas emissions than driving individual vehicles.

Comprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension Quiz 30

5

Part A

Part B

SUBTOTAL:  /13

Most greenhouse gas emissions come from burning fossil fuels.
FALSE

If people stop emitting greenhouse gases today, Earth’s average 
temperature will start to go down right away.

FALSE
Alternative fuels release more greenhouse gases than fossil fuels.

FALSE
Renewable sources of energy are replaced by nature faster than they are 

FALSE
Hydroelectric generators change energy from sunlight into electricity. 

FALSE
A product made with recycled materials most likely used less energy to 
make than the same product made with raw materials. 

FALSE
Products that are manufactured are made by people using raw materials.

FALSE
Buying fruits and vegetables grown near where you live is one way to help 
lower greenhouse gas emissions. 

FALSE

TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word FALSE

8

another
   the frozen ground in the tundra
    the rising average temperature of Earth’s

60
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During what period of time did ice sheets cover much of 
North America?

STOP

arth’s climate has gone 

through many changes in its 

history. Humans have been 

around for only a tiny part of Earth’s 

history. But climate changes over 

the past 1 million years have greatly 

affected the development of humans 

and human societies.

During the time that humans and 

their early relatives have been 

evolving, Earth’s climate has gone 

through many cyclical changes. 

Ice sheets have grown and shrunk 

as a result of changes in Earth’s 

temperature. At one point, 200,000 years ago, thick ice sheets covered much of North 

America. Great rivers carried melt water from the ice sheets to the oceans.

Climate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human CivilizationClimate and Human Civilization

Climate changes affected how early humans moved, or migrated, around the world. Early 

humans had to hunt wild animals and forage for wild plants for food. When changes in 

climate caused droughts or movement of ice sheets, humans often had to move to follow 

their food supply. Climate changes also opened new lands for humans. Most of the water 

that freezes to form ice sheets comes from the ocean. As ice sheets grow, the level of water 

in the oceans, or sea level, drops. As sea level drops, new lands are exposed for people to 

live on or move across. When the climate warms and the ice sheets melt, sea level rises and 

fl oods areas that were once dry. Early humans moved to fi nd habitable places to live.

E

...................Before You Read

Think about how early humans lived before they developed agriculture and the 

technology to build houses. On the lines below, describe how you think early humans 

Match the term on the left to its defi nition on the right. You may use a dictionary to

to search in nature for plants to use as food or

to change characteristics over many generations

Climate and Human Civilization

to search in nature for plants to use as food or

    the rising average temperature of Earth’s

Global Warming CC5772

  On the lines below, list fi ve transportation choices that result in less greenhouse 

SUBTOTAL:  /13

Renewable sources of energy are replaced by nature faster than they are 

A product made with recycled materials most likely used less energy to 

Products that are manufactured are made by people using raw materials.

Buying fruits and vegetables grown near where you live is one way to help 

 if it 

    the rising average temperature of Earth’s

  On the lines below, list fi ve transportation choices that result in less greenhouse 
gas emissions than driving individual vehicles.

Most greenhouse gas emissions come from burning fossil fuels.

If people stop emitting greenhouse gases today, Earth’s average 
temperature will start to go down right away.

Alternative fuels release more greenhouse gases than fossil fuels.

Renewable sources of energy are replaced by nature faster than they are 

Hydroelectric generators change energy from sunlight into electricity. 

A product made with recycled materials most likely used less energy to 
make than the same product made with raw materials. 

Products that are manufactured are made by people using raw materials.

Buying fruits and vegetables grown near where you live is one way to help 
lower greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Carbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint CalculatorCarbon Footprint Calculator
On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The 
different parts of your footprint are arranged in the same order as in the chapters of this 
book. The calculations will be done in pounds per year (lbs./yr.) of CO
to tons/yr. One ton = 2000 lbs. If you don’t understand how to do the math, be sure to ask for 
help. 

For each of the four parts of your school footprint, you will have to collect some information. 
Some of the numbers you will need may take some time to collect and record. This is why 
it is a good idea to work in groups and share the leg work. Suggestions for how to find 
information are given under the heading of each part of the footprint.

EnergyEnergy
Your school probably uses electricity and one type of fuel. You will need to find the amount 
of each kind of energy used by the school for the entire school year. These numbers appear 
on the school’s energy bills. Ask your teacher or principal where you can see these records. 
They might also be found in the school’s annual budget. The numbers you are looking for are 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity, therms or 100 cubic feet (100 ft
tons of coal. Multiplying each of these times the number in the equation will change energy 
units/yr. to lbs. of CO2/yr. If all you can find are monthly bills, you will have to multiply the 
amount for an average month by the number of months in the school year (probably 9).

Electricity: 

Gas: 

Oil: 

Coal: 

Total emissions due to school energy use:     __________ pounds/year

TransportationTransportation
First find the number of days in the school year and the average daily attendance (how 
many show up—not how many are supposed to show up). Next do a survey of about 
50 students chosen so they are scattered evenly throughout the school. For example, you 
could leave a survey form at every tenth locker, but don’t choose the first 50 students getting 
off buses. The questions will be: how do you get to school? How many total miles do you travel 
each day on your way to and from school? If you carpool, how many students are in your 
carpool? Record your results in a table with these headings:

____________ lbs./yr.
2000

= ____________ tonss/yr.

( ) ( , )_______ tons/yr. = __________
lbs

× 5 000
.. CO

yr.
2

( ) ( )_______ gal. /yr. = __________
lbs.

× 24
CCO

yr.
2

( ) ( )_______ therms, gal. or 100 ft /yr.3 11× == __________
lbs. CO

yr.
2

( ) ( . )_______kWh/yr. = __________
lbs. C

× 1 75
OO

yr.

...................Hands-On ActivitY # ...................Hands-On ActivitY # ...................
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3.  Answer the questions in complete sentences.

 a)  What information is needed to begin calculating the part of your home footprint 

caused by the energy your appliances use?

 b)  Describe the steps in the calculation after you have gathered the information  

Extensions & Applications

A typical modern kitchen is shown below.

This kitchen uses energy in at least eleven different ways, each of which adds to the carbon 
footprint. Try to identify seven ways the kitchen uses energy, write their names and draw 
arrows to the appliance or other feature that uses energy.

Your Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At Home

  ............................................................................  67

 ........................................................  

...............................................................................................  

  ...................................................  

Graphic Organizer ....................................................................................  

Carbon Footprint Calculator ....................................................................  

Calculating Your School’s New, Improved Carbon Footprint.....................  

Crossword ................................................................................................  

Word Search  ............................................................................................  

Comprehension Quiz  ..............................................................................  

Carbon Footprint Calculator
On this and the following page you can calculate your school’s carbon footprint. The 
different parts of your footprint are arranged in the same order as in the chapters of this 
book. The calculations will be done in pounds per year (lbs./yr.) of CO
to tons/yr. One ton = 2000 lbs. If you don’t understand how to do the math, be sure to ask for 

For each of the four parts of your school footprint, you will have to collect some information. 
Some of the numbers you will need may take some time to collect and record. This is why 
it is a good idea to work in groups and share the leg work. Suggestions for how to find 
information are given under the heading of each part of the footprint.

Your school probably uses electricity and one type of fuel. You will need to find the amount 
of each kind of energy used by the school for the entire school year. These numbers appear 
on the school’s energy bills. Ask your teacher or principal where you can see these records. 
They might also be found in the school’s annual budget. The numbers you are looking for are 

 or 100 cubic feet (100 ft
tons of coal. Multiplying each of these times the number in the equation will change energy 

/yr. If all you can find are monthly bills, you will have to multiply the 
amount for an average month by the number of months in the school year (probably 9).

Total emissions due to school energy use:     __________ pounds/year

= ____________ tonss/yr.

.. CO

yr.

CCO

== __________

OO

...................Hands-On ActivitY # ...................Hands-On ActivitY # ...................
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2. Put a check mark (ü) next to the answer that is most correct.

 a)  An electricity bill shows how much energy you used in units of

  A  volts 

  B amps 

  C  electrons 

  D  kilowatt-hours

 b)  What is the source of energy for most of the electricity generated in the United 
States?

  A  solar cells 

  B  fossil fuels 

  C  hydroelectric dams 

  D  nuclear power plants

 c)  All of these release CO2 into the atmosphere, except

  A  a gas stove 

  B  a solar cell 

  C  a diesel truck 

    a wood-burning fireplace

Your Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At HomeYour Footprint At Home

1. Circle  the word Circle  the word Circle  the word Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word 
if it is FALSE.
a)  Electrical appliances have a carbon footprint.

   TRUE  FALSE
b)  A heating oil bill shows how much oil you used.

   TRUE  FALSE
c)  An electric dryer is more energy efficient than a clothesline.

   TRUE  FALSE
d)  Modern appliances are usually less efficient than old ones.

   TRUE  FALSE
e)  Most factories have a carbon footprint.

   TRUE  FALSE

...................After You Read

3.  Answer the questions in complete sentences.

  What information is needed to begin calculating the part of your home footprint 

caused by the energy your appliances use?

Your Footprint At Home

carbon footprint
air conditioning
natural
therm
reactant

Word List
fluorescent
star
HVAC
global
adapt

climate
EPA
ventilation
incandescent

1 2 3 4

5

6

7

8 9 10

11

12 13

14

15

Across

1. The tons of carbon 
dioxide emissions 
caused by your 
activities.

5. What CO2 is to the 
photosynthesis 
process.

7. EPA Energy _______ 
Rating.

9. All over the Earth.

11. Compounds 
that enter the 
atmosphere when 
paint is sprayed. 
(abbreviation)

12. Rising temperature 
is one example 
of global _______ 
change.

14. Circulating air in a 
building.

15. Energy inefficient 
light bulbs with a 
tungsten filament.

Down
2. It cools the inside of a building on a hot day. It cools the inside of a building on a hot day.

3. Coal, oil, and _________ gas.

4. The unit for measuring the amount of natural 
gas used.

6. The energy efficient kind of light bulbs.

8. The system that heats, cools, and circulates 
air in a building. (abbreviation)

 Coal, oil, and natural _________.

NAME: 

...................After You Read
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Part A

  Global climate change is caused by a change in the amount of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere.

  TRUE FALSE
 Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas.

  TRUE FALSE
 Your community carbon footprint is the same as your personal carbon footprint.

  TRUE FALSE
 Adding parkland to your community increases its carbon footprint.

  TRUE FALSE
 Some communities generate all their own electricity from renewable sources.

  TRUE FALSE
 Carbon neutral communities are being built in countries around the world.

  TRUE FALSE
 People living on low-lying islands are looking forward to a rise in global temperature.

  TRUE FALSE

Part B

Put a check mark (ü) next to the answer that is most correct.
1.  Which invention was the main cause of cities and communities  

spreading out to cover more land?
 television 
 cell phone 
 automobile 

  electric light
 2.  Which change in a community’s food supply would reduce its carbon footprint?

  Buying food from farmers closer to home. 
  Improving packaging to keep food fresh longer. 
  Using more chemical fertilizer to increase crop yield. 
  Buying more food than you need to be ready for natural disasters.

 3.  Cities absorb more solar energy than the surrounding countryside, creating a
  heat island. 
  carbon offset. 
  sea level rise. 
  greenhouse effect.

CircleCircleCircleCircle  the word   the word   the word   the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  CircleCircleCircleCircle  the word   the word   the word   the word FALSE if it is FALSE. 

22

SUBTOTAL:       /10
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First find the number of days in the school year and the average daily attendance (how 
many show up—not how many are supposed to show up). Next do a survey of about 
50 students chosen so they are scattered evenly throughout the school. For example, you 
could leave a survey form at every tenth locker, but don’t choose the first 50 students getting 
off buses. The questions will be: how do you get to school? How many total miles do you travel 
each day on your way to and from school? If you carpool, how many students are in your 

18 air in a building. (abbreviation)

 Coal, oil, and natural _________.

ReadinG PassaGeNAME: 
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T
hink of all the things you have  
at home that use some kind of 
energy. All or most of that energy 

comes from the combustion of fossil fuels.  
So everything in your home that uses  
energy puts carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere. 

If you are thinking you will have to figure 
the carbon footprint of every appliance 
and electronic device, you can relax. It 
is much simpler than that. You probably use only two or three kinds of 
energy. Each kind of energy is sold to your household by an energy 
company. They keep careful records so they know how much to charge 
you. The amounts of each kind of energy are shown on the bill.

You will have to find copies of your energy bill to calculate the carbon 
footprint for your home. Electricity is measured in kilowatt-hours (kWh), 
natural gas and other kinds of gas are measured in therms or hundreds 
of cubic feet, heating oil is measured in gallons, and coal and wood are 
measured in tons. 

Other
8%

Refrigerator
8%

Appliances
9%

Lighting
11% Water

Heating
12%

Cooling
12%

Heating
31%

Computers &
Electronics

9%

Identify two forms of energy sold to home owners by 
power companies.

STOP

Average US household energy use

We have already seen that the combustion of coal, oil, and gas releases 
CO2, but why is electricity part of the footprint? Most electricity is generated 
with energy produced by the combustion of fossil fuels, especially coal. 
But what if you live next to a power plant that doesn’t use fossil fuels, like a 

 a)  An electricity bill shows how much energy you used in units of

 b)  What is the source of energy for most of the electricity generated in the United 

Your Footprint At Home

  Circle  the word 

  An electric dryer is more energy efficient than a clothesline.

  Modern appliances are usually less efficient than old ones.

VOCs If Earth’s climate changes slowly enough, 

  Global climate change is caused by a change in the amount of greenhouse gases 

 Your community carbon footprint is the same as your personal carbon footprint.

 Some communities generate all their own electricity from renewable sources.

 People living on low-lying islands are looking forward to a rise in global temperature.

 2.  Which change in a community’s food supply would reduce its carbon footprint?

 3.  Cities absorb more solar energy than the surrounding countryside, creating a

 if it is FALSE. 

SUBTOTAL:       /10

Carbon Footprint CC5781

 If Earth’s climate changes slowly enough, 

  Global climate change is caused by a change in the amount of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere.

  TRUE FALSE
 Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas.

  TRUE FALSE
 Your community carbon footprint is the same as your personal carbon footprint.

  TRUE FALSE
 Adding parkland to your community increases its carbon footprint.

  TRUE FALSE
 Some communities generate all their own electricity from renewable sources.

  TRUE FALSE
 Carbon neutral communities are being built in countries around the world.

  TRUE FALSE
 People living on low-lying islands are looking forward to a rise in global temperature.

  TRUE FALSE

carpool? Record your results in a table with these headings:

Put a check mark (
1.  Which invention was the main cause of cities and communities  

spreading out to cover more land?
 television 
 cell phone 
 automobile 

  electric light
 2.  Which change in a community’s food supply would reduce its carbon footprint?

  Buying food from farmers closer to home. 
  Improving packaging to keep food fresh longer. 
  Using more chemical fertilizer to increase crop yield. 
  Buying more food than you need to be ready for natural disasters.

 3.  Cities absorb more solar energy than the surrounding countryside, creating a
  heat island. 
  carbon offset. 
  sea level rise. 
  greenhouse effect.
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Activity TwoActivity Two
Build a Greenhouse

For this activity you will need:

• A large glass jar, a glass goldfi sh bowl, or a glass aquarium. 

• Two thermometers

• Any two fl at-topped objects about half as high as the jar, bowl, or aquarium.

This is what you will do:

1. Take all your materials outside on a sunny day. 

2. Read and record the temperature on one of your thermometers.

3. Arrange your experiment as shown below.

4. Read the thermometers every 15 minutes for two hours.

How did the temperatures inside and outside the glass container compare?

Explain your observations in terms of the greenhouse effect.

NAME: 
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3.  Answer the questions in complete sentences. Fresh water is present on Earth in 
each of the three states of matter. Name each of the three states in which fresh 
water can exist. After the name of each state, describe one place on, under, or 
above Earth’s surface where fresh water exists in that state. 

 a) 

 b)  

 c)  

Extensions & Applications

An unlabeled diagram of the water cycle is shown below.

Show the processes in the water cycle by completing the diagram.
a) Draw the arrows that show the movement of water in the water cycle.

b) For each arrow, write the name of the process indicated by the arrow.

 11. Climate Change and Salt Water  ......................................................... 61

 12. How the Amount of Salt Water Could Change  ................................... 

 13. How the Purity of Salt Water Could Change  ......................................

 14. How Changes in Salt Water Could Change Our Lives  ........................ 

 15. Conservation: What We Can Do  ........................................................ 

 16. Graphic Organizers  ............................................................................ 

 Hands-on Activities .................................................................................. 

 Crossword  ............................................................................................... 

 Word Search  ............................................................................................ 

 Comprehension Quiz  .............................................................................. 

...................Hands-On ActivitY #

• A large glass jar, a glass goldfi sh bowl, or a glass aquarium. 

• Any two fl at-topped objects about half as high as the jar, bowl, or aquarium.

 Read and record the temperature on one of your thermometers.

©
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What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?

2.  Complete each sentence with a word from the list. Use a dictionary to help you.

evaporation   condense   ice   melt   vapor 

 Solid water is called  .

b) Water in the atmosphere is called water 

c) When water s, it changes from solid to liquid.

d) Dew forms on the grass when water in the air 

e)  moves water from the ocean to the atmosphere.

1. Circle  the word Circle  the word Circle  the word Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word 

if it is FALSE. 

a)  Ocean water is called fresh water if it is not polluted.

   TRUE  FALSE

b)  Most of Earth’s water is in rivers.

   TRUE  FALSE

c)  Snow is a form of precipitation.

   TRUE  FALSE

d)  Water can be a solid, a liquid, or a gas.

   TRUE  FALSE

e)  Animals cannot live without water.

   TRUE  FALSE

3.  Answer the questions in complete sentences. Fresh water is present on Earth in 
each of the three states of matter. Name each of the three states in which fresh 
water can exist. After the name of each state, describe one place on, under, or 
above Earth’s surface where fresh water exists in that state. 

1 2 3 4

5

6

7 8

9

10 

11 

12 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 18 

19  

20 

Down

 1. All the gases above Earth’s 
surface make up the 

.
 3. Rising global temperature is 

an example of this.
 4. Any one of the gases that 

trap Earth’s heat.
 5. A large body of water.
 7. The process before 

precipitation.
 8. 3.5% is the  of 

salt in sea water.
 9. This process cannot take 

place below an ocean 
depth of 2000 feet.

10.  Removing the salt from salt 
water.

 Evaporation, condensation, 
precipitation, runoff.

 is zero 

Across

 2. The chemical formula of 
sea salt.

 6. A part of the ocean where 
fi sh cannot live.

 11. This keeps Earth’s heat from 
escaping into space.

 13. This inland salt sea in Asia 
has lost 75% of its surface 
area.

14. Solid water

 15. When water evaporates, 
it becomes water 

.

 17. A giant ice cube fl oating in  A giant ice cube fl oating in 
the ocean.

 19. Saving resources by using 
them more carefully.

 20. Oil, coal, and natural gas 
are  fuels.

(Note: For answers of more than one word, do not put a space between the words.)

ARAL
ATMOSPHERE
ATOLL
CLIMATE CHANGE
CONCENTRATION

DEAD ZONE
DESALINATION
FOSSIL
GREENHOUSE EFFECT
GREENHOUSE GAS

LEVEL
NaCl
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
SEA
VAPOR

Word List

s, it changes from solid to liquid.

 moves water from the ocean to the atmosphere.
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SUBTOTAL:       /10

3

7

Part A

25Comprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension QuizComprehension Quiz

Biotic and abiotic factors cannot share the same ecosystem.
  TRUE FALSE

The fi rst ecosystems were in the ocean.
TRUE FALSE

Oxygen is a greenhouse gas.
TRUE FALSE

Melting sea ice has made it easier for polar bears to adapt to the Arctic.
TRUE FALSE

Burning some fossil fuels can cause acid rain. 
TRUE FALSE

Human activities brought most invasive species to freshwater ecosystems.
TRUE FALSE

Coral reefs are endangered by human activities. 
TRUE FALSE

Put a check mark (¸) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a)   Which is a product of photosynthesis?
oxygen

nitrogen

carbon dioxide

sodium chloride

 b)  Which are the most important 
producers in most aquatic 
ecosystems?

algae

bacteria

 c)   What is the basic cause of most 
extinctions?

  A predators

  B overpopulation

  C natural disasters

  D failure to adapt to change

Part B

TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word   Circle  the word FALSE if it is 

How did the temperatures inside and outside the glass container compare?

13 12. Evaporation, condensation, 
precipitation, runoff.
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What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?What Is Fresh Water?

W
hen we say water is fresh, it 

just means it is not salty, like 

water in the ocean. When used 

to describe water, the word fresh has a 

different meaning than when it is used to 

describe vegetables. Fresh vegetables 

are not rotten, but fresh water is not salty. 

So water could be fresh but still not fi t to 

drink.

Water is all around you. It is on Earth’s 

surface, deep in the Earth, in the air, and 

inside you. Like most living things, you are 

mostly water.

People have some very important needs that can only be satisfi ed by fresh water. 

We must have fresh water to drink because our bodies need it to carry out all the 

reactions and processes in every one of our cells. Only fresh water can be used to 

water crops and other plants. Many fi sh and other forms of life can only live in fresh 

water.

Precipitation

Collection

Condensation

Evaporation

Describe two things that fresh water is used for. Be 
sure only fresh water and not salt water or other 
liquids could be used for these purposes.

STOP

A Water CycleA Water Cycle

...................Before You Read

2.  Complete each sentence with a word from the list. Use a dictionary to help you.

evaporation   condense   ice   melt   vapor 

s, it changes from solid to liquid.

  Circle  the word 

s, it changes from solid to liquid.

 is zero CONCENTRATION GREENHOUSE GAS VAPOR

Water Conservation CC5776

SUBTOTAL:       /10

 c)   What is the basic cause of most 

failure to adapt to change

Explain your observations in terms of the greenhouse effect.

Biotic and abiotic factors cannot share the same ecosystem.
  TRUE FALSE

The fi rst ecosystems were in the ocean.
TRUE FALSE

Oxygen is a greenhouse gas.
TRUE FALSE

Melting sea ice has made it easier for polar bears to adapt to the Arctic.
TRUE FALSE

Burning some fossil fuels can cause acid rain. 
TRUE FALSE

Human activities brought most invasive species to freshwater ecosystems.
TRUE FALSE

Coral reefs are endangered by human activities. 
TRUE FALSE

Put a check mark (

 a)   Which is a product of photosynthesis?
oxygen

nitrogen

carbon dioxide

sodium chloride

 b)  Which are the most important 
producers in most aquatic 
ecosystems?

algae

bacteria

TRUE
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Hold a contest at your school to find the most USEFUl and CrEATIVE ways to reuse everyday 

items. Work with a small group to run a contest for your class, or work with your whole class to 

run a contest for your school. 

Create posters to advertise the contest. Be sure your posters answer the following questions:

•	 Why should students enter the contest? Tell students why it is important to reuse items 

instead of throwing them away.

•	 What are the contest rules? What are the prizes?

•	 Where is the contest located? Where should students drop off entries?

•	 When will the entries be judged? When is the deadline for entering?

•	 Who will judge the entries? Who is allowed to enter?

•	 How will the entries be judged? What are the judges looking for? Is there more than 

one category of winners? For example, you may want to offer one prize for the most 

practical reuse, and another for the most creative.

Collect all of the entries. Write a judging checklist that all of the judges can use. To write 

your checklist, think about what are the most important things you want to look for in entries. 

Do you want to use a point system for judging?

Choose the winners and runners-up. Keep the best projects on display for a week or two for 

parents, teachers, and students to view.

Reuse Contest

Part A

Part B

Part C

2
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Pre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer Waste

4.  design a brochure which will convince factories to lessen the amount of
pre-consumer waste they produce. Choose any product, and write your 
brochure to the factory that makes that product. 

In your brochure, be sure to include:

	 •	 information	 •	 information	 •	 information	 •	 information about the raw materials used in your product
	 •	 the	 •	 the	 •	 the	 •	 the benefits to the factory of using fewer raw materials
	 •		 •		 •		 •	 ways that they can save raw materials, or use less to make the same

amount of product

Extension & Application

3. Fill in the flow chart below to show how a notebook is made. Begin by describing  Begin by describing 
how people get the raw materials. Then, describe how the materials are made into 
the notebook. list the pre-consumer waste that is created during each process. 
Describe how the notebook gets from the factory to you.

Pre-consumer 

waste

1. Getting the raw 

materials

Pre-consumer 

waste

2. Making the 

notebook

3. Delivering the 

notebook

4. You buy the 

notebook in a 

store.

 ...........................................................................   

  ........................................................................   

  ..............................................................................   

  .................................................................................   

Hands-on Activities .................................................................................   

 Crossword  ..............................................................................................   

 Word Search  ...........................................................................................   

 Comprehension Quiz  .............................................................................   

EATIVE

. Work with a small group to run a contest for your class, or work with your whole class to 

 the contest. Be sure your posters answer the following questions:

 should students enter the contest? Tell students why it is important to reuse items 

 is the contest located? Where should students drop off entries?

 will the entries be judged? When is the deadline for entering?

 will the entries be judged? What are the judges looking for? Is there more than 

one category of winners? For example, you may want to offer one prize for the most 

 Write a judging checklist that all of the judges can use. To write 

your checklist, think about what are the most important things you want to look for in entries. 

©
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Pre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer Waste

raw materials

solid

environment

 consumer

pre-consumer waste

A person who uses a product

wood, metal, rock, and other matter from 
the earth used to make products

all of the living and nonliving things that
surround you

leftover material from making products

a form of matter that has a definite 
shape and volume

1

2

3

4

5

A

B

C

D

E

1. Think about the chair you are sitting in. How was it made? What raw materials went into hink about the chair you are sitting in. How was it made? What raw materials went into hink about the chair you are sitting in. How was it made? What raw materials went into 
your chair? What types of wastes were produced when your chair was being made? 

2.  draw a line from the word on the left to its definition on the right. You may use a 
dictionary to help you.

                                          

3. In the left column, list three products that you use in everyday life. Then, fill in the right 
column with the raw materials used to make those products. 

Product Raw Materials

...................After You Read

ill in the flow chart below to
how people get the raw materials. Then, describe how the materials are made into 

l
Describe how the notebook gets from the factory to you.

store.
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Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words are written horizontally, vertically, 
diagonally, and some are even written backwards. 

Word Search

H A N A T U r A l rl r E S O U r C E S

U A S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J KA S D F G H J K l Q W EQ W EQ W E r T Y U IT Y U IT Y U IT Y U I

M P E T r O l E U M O I l B V C X Zl B V C X Zl B V C X Zl B V C X Zl B V C X Zl B V C X Z

U C V B N MC V B N MC V B N MC V B N MC V B N M A l U M I N U M Q WQ W C E

S A D N A l Sl S N D F G H J KD F G H J KD F G H J KD F G H J KD F G H J KD F G H J K l C O H

Z X C V B N MZ X C V B N MZ X C V B N MZ X C V B N MZ X C V B N MZ X C V B N MZ X C V B N M O l Z XZ X W C VC V E B N N

A M F S D rS D rS D r U N O F F F A G A H T Q

Z XZ X E U C P V r BV r BV r B D N N MN N MN N M S r Qr Q A W

A S DA S DA S D T E O F E G E H J KH J KH J K l T Z M X

X C V BX C V BX C V BX C V B A l Al A N S C D FD F H G H E I H

S O I l S l Dl S l Dl S l Dl S l D E T O Y VY V A Z W F N A

Q W EQ W EQ W E r T U F W G M U IU I Z X O C A C

W D F G HD F G HD F G HD F G H T J A K P l Z A X r CX r CX r C T O

Q I W EW E r I T B Y O U Z r XU Z r XU Z r XU Z r X M C E M

X CX C N V BV B O N l MN l MN l M S Q T D W S E r P

P X CX C D V N r E S E r V O I r B Nr B Nr B N O

l A Q WQ W M E r T Y r Z XT Y r Z XT Y r Z XT Y r Z XT Y r Z X U X C V BC V BC V B S

A Z P X CX C I V B SV B SV B S S G D S Q I W EW E T

S Q S E A S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A UA S l Q W I l A U A U C P I

T A DA D T r D Z l E Ur D Z l E Ur D Z l E Ur D Z l E Ur D Z l E Ur D Z l E U A S I S I Q OS I S I Q OS I S I Q OS I S I Q OS I S I Q OS I S I Q O N

I S G JS G JS G J O F X HF X HF X H S Y S D O D P W ID O D P W ID O D P W ID O D P W ID O D P W ID O D P W I G

C D A H GD A H GD A H GD A H G N C NC N r T S F N I A r D S

S E W E r Zr Z E B C O P P E r N E Y Vr N E Y Vr N E Y Vr N E Y Vr N E Y V

aluminum
composting

contaminate
copper

decomposers
drain

earthworms 

fuel
glass

hazardous
humus
land

metal
natural resources

nonrenewable
paper

petroleum oil
plastic

pollution
reservoir

runoff

sewer
soil

stone
toxic

waste
windmills
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A) Corn stalks are an example of agricultural waste 
TRUE FAFAF LSE

B) Hazardous mining waste can contaminate water supplies.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

C) When oil is spilled from a tanker, it spreads out on the ocean floor.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

D) High-level radioactive waste can remain harmful for thousands of years.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

E) Solid waste from Hurricane Katrina is still a problem.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

F) About 300 pieces of space junk can be found orbiting Earth.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

G) Bio-economics is the study of how much money it costs to dispose of organic wastes.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

H) Incinerators can cause air pollution.
TRUE FAFAF LSE

Put a check mark (✓) next to the answer that is most correct. 

1. Which of these is high-level 
radioactive waste?

A uranium ore

B X-ray machines

C cancer medicines

D used fuel rods

3. Which of these is an example of 
agricultural waste?

A cyanide

B acids

C fertilizer

D aluminum

2. Which of these substances are hich of these substances are 
found in waste from metal mines?

A acids

B oil

C sewage

D fungicides

4. Which facility will help a 
community practice zero waste?

A biogas

B incinerator

C landfill

D nuclear plant

25

8
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881. Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TrUE or Circle the word FALSE if it is 

FAlSE. 

Circle  the word C

Put a check mark (
Part B

Keep the best projects on display for a week or two for 

16
T
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hat types of manufactured products are around you right now? Perhaps books, 
pens, desks, a clock. All of these things are made in factories from raw materials. 
During the manufacturing process, some of the raw materials end up as waste. 

Waste from manufactured products is often called solid waste, because it is made up of 
mostly solids, such as wood and metal scraps. 

Many people think of solid waste as parts of a product thrown away after use. However, 
most solid waste is actually created before a product even gets to you! This type of waste 
is called pre-consumer waste. A consumer is simply a person who uses a product. The prefix 
“pre” is added to mean “before.” 

Describe the meaning of the word pre-consumer waste. 
Give an example of pre-consumer waste.

STOP

Pre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer WastePre-Consumer Waste

W

What happens to pre-consumer waste?

For every ton of waste that people throw 
away after they buy products, twenty tons 
of waste was made to make those products. 
Finding a place to dispose of pre-consumer 
waste from factories can be a problem. long 
ago, factories used to dump large amounts 
of solid waste into the environment. Now, 
stricter laws control how this waste must be 
disposed. 

Getting raw materials can be costly and 
harmful to the environment. For example, 
metal mines need expensive machinery to 
operate. large areas of land must be moved, and the area becomes unsuitable for 
many plants and animals. 

When manufacturing first began, raw materials seemed plentiful. land and space for 
wildlife also seemed plentiful. Pre-consumer waste was often simply thrown away. Now, 
things have changed. raw materials are harder to find and more expensive to get. More 
land is used by people, so less land is available to wildlife. People now look for ways to 
make manufacturing less wasteful, and to save and reuse scraps instead of throwing 
them away.

...................Before You Read

Pre-Consumer Waste

A person who uses a product

wood, metal, rock, and other matter from 
the earth used to make products

all of the living and nonliving things that

leftover material from making products

a form of matter that has a definite 
shape and volume

hink about the chair you are sitting in. How was it made? What raw materials went into 
your chair? What types of wastes were produced when your chair was being made? 
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